Summary
In the last few years, a number of tools have become available that support the creation of web applications by mixing and matching data sources and processing functionality available through the internet. Typically, these 'Mashup' tools can be used without extensive programming skills and offer a graphical user interface to create new applications, and, as such, make web application development possible for a wide group of individuals. Additionally, by building (parts of) applications, users generate functionality that can be reused by others, which can be considered a form of collaboration.

This report provides an analysis of the applicability and usefulness of Mashup tools for SURFnet users, focusing primarily on scientific researchers. It gives an overview of existing tools, including tools oriented at supporting 'scientific workflow', and provides conclusions and recommendations towards their usage in the SURFnet context.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>A researcher is analyzing a problem by extracting information from experimental data, using Mashup technology. This data is available from multiple sources on the internet, while the data handling is done by online processing services. The researcher shares the analysis methods as well as the results with others in his network.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is it?</td>
<td>Mashup technology is used to mix and match in an easy manner various resources available through the internet. It provides facilities to make the development of new web applications possible for individuals without a programming background.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For who is it?</td>
<td>Being a generic technology, it can be used (and is used) by individuals and groups with a broad background. In this document, we focus on the usability of currently available products from the perspective of SURFnet user (in particular researchers).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does it work?</td>
<td>Mashup platforms provide functionality to quickly put together available resources to form a new application (data collection functionality, filtering functionality, etc.). Additionally, they provide tools to make this easy for users without programming skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What can you do with it?</td>
<td>In general, quickly build new web applications using existing online resources. More specifically focused on researchers, Mashup technology may be used to support daily tasks and activities of researchers and may help them to work together online.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More information</td>
<td>Marieke de Wit <a href="mailto:marieke.dewit@surfnet.nl">marieke.dewit@surfnet.nl</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

A Mashup is a web application that is created by mixing and matching two or more web resources in an easy and fast way. It can be designed as a web page with embedded scripts that utilizes the resources from within a browser environment. Alternatively, it can be designed as a hosted application where resources are joined in a server environment, and to which a user connects through his browser. The resources may be widely variable, ranging from geographical map data, to language translators, to generators of instant messages. In general, any web resource that is accessible through a set of common web protocols (such as HTTP, SOAP, REST, etc.) is eligible to be used in a Mashup.

An example of a Mashup application is Flippity [2]. This Mashup combines data from two web resources: the Ebay auction and shopping website, and the Google Maps web mapping service (see Figure 1). It allows users to search for Ebay offers within a confined geographical area.

Figure 1: example of a Mashup application, combining Ebay data with Google map data to show a local Ebay listing

An example of a Mashup application is Flippity [2]. This Mashup combines data from two web resources: the Ebay auction and shopping website, and the Google Maps web mapping service (see Figure 1). It allows users to search for Ebay offers within a confined geographical area.
The term ‘Mashup’ is in use since the end of 2005, covering a range of technologies that have evolved over time with the rise of the web. In particular, the wide deployment of scripting languages for rich browser-side functionality, and standard protocols and formats to access resources over the internet has enabled the creation of Mashups.

Typically, developers of Mashups use tools which support the selection of existing resources and the composition of a new application by combining these resources. Such Mashup tools aim at making this process easy and fast, so that by using these tools, even individuals without programming skills are able to build Mashups. Often, Mashup tools are hosted services that are accessed through a web browser, although some Mashup developer environments also are (partially) based on standalone client-side programs. Most tools provide a facility to add new resources or complete Mashups to the tool environment, which allows other developers to reuse these components inside their Mashups. As such, developers using the same tool form a community that generates and reuses functionality. As we will see in the next section, it is possible to identify different kinds of users of Mashup tools.

Within the SURFnet context, a number of different user groups can be identified, which all may benefit from using Mashup tools. As national research and education network, SURFnet’s main users are scientists, educators, support staff, and students. For all these groups, web applications and web data sources play an important role in their daily activities. For example, scientists may benefit from combining online datasets into a new dataset that can be used as input for further analysis. Educators may be supported to generate new teaching material by joining existing (online) educational material and data sources, and use these materials in their classes. Students may work on assignments by combining and processing existing online resources in novel ways. Obviously, this only applies to activities that can be accomplished using web resources, ruling out data and processing that is available only on local computing systems. With the rise of cloud computing, however, there is a clear trend that much data storage and the processing of this data is performed online, which may make Mashup technology applicable to a wider range of daily activities of these user groups.

Mashup technology can be used to let groups of people work together at various levels. Making Mashups is a form of loose cooperation, where a developer uses components and data created by others. Using Mashups is a cooperation between the developer and the consumer(s) of the application, where a single person may have both a developer and a consumer role (multiple people inside a community using each other’s Mashups). Finally, showing the Mashup structure and workflow gives others insight into how results are obtained – something of high importance when analyzing, explaining or solving a problem. These cooperation aspects make Mashup technology interesting to consider in the context of the ‘Collaboration Infrastructure’ work of SURFnet, which focuses on providing a new platform that supports innovative ways to collaborate amongst SURFnet users.

The objectives of this report are twofold. We aim to provide an overview of a number of interesting Mashup tools that are expected to support collaboration between SURFnet users. For the selection of the discussed tools, we take a broad view on possible alternatives. Furthermore, our objective is to give an analysis of how these products map to the cooperation requirements of SURFnet users.

This report is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an analysis of the usage of Mashup technology in the SURFnet context and provides high-level requirements. Section 3 discusses identified products. Section 4 indicates the mapping from requirements to products and describes a proposition of how Mashup technology fits in a SURFnet collaboration infrastructure. Section 5 wraps up with conclusions and recommendations.
2. Analysis and Requirements

In this section, we provide a more detailed analysis on how Mashups are created and describe the different roles in this process. We argue that scientific researchers are an important group of users that are likely to benefit most from Mashup technology offered in a SURFnet context. Consequently, we discuss high-level requirements for using Mashup technologies in the daily activities of members of this group.

When considering functionality in Mashup applications, it is possible to discern a number of distinctive layers [4][5]. Components used within Mashups are positioned inside these layers, and are created by developers with different roles. The following layers are identified (in bottom to top order):

- **Resource Layer.** This layer provides the core building blocks of Mashup applications, being either data sources or processing functionality. Components in this layer are created by Developers with a technical / programming background.

- **Widget Layer.** Components in this layer use resources layer components to support task- or application oriented functionality. This could, for instance, be a filtering operation that selects elements from a particular, larger data set. These components are created by Expert Users or Consultants who have in-depth knowledge about the application domain where the widgets will be applied.

- **Mashup Layer.** In this layer, the actual Mashup is created from components at the lower layers. The Mashup is created (and consumed) by End Users who do not need to have programming skills, but who rely on intuitive (visual) tooling to do so.

The different layers and roles are depicted in Figure 2, in a Mashup stack.

![Figure 2: Mashup components are ordered in layers, with different roles responsible for creating these components.](image)

The higher layer functionality inside Mashups is usually built in a visual programming environment, where functionality is created by manipulating elements graphically (rather than in a programming language). There are currently two types of Mashup platforms: *General Purpose platforms* that offer broadly applicable functionality, and *Enterprise Mashup platforms* that offer functionality dedicated to enterprise environments. We will consider both types of platforms in this report.
When considering the user groups as identified in the previous section (scientists, educators, staff, students), we observe that their jobs are very diverse, even for members within the same group. First year medical students are most likely engaged in different activities and tasks than final year physics students. Also scientists from different domains at first glance seem to have rather different activities. Scientists as a group, however, are an interesting target group to consider for collaboration support: they basically follow the same ‘scientific method’ of collecting data in observations and experiments, and formulating and testing of hypotheses. When zooming in on aspects of this process, different scientists may use domain specific techniques, for instance when analyzing data that is very specific for their own research domain, but the process as a whole consists of a limited number of clearly distinctive steps valid for a wide range of domains. Supporting this process with collaboration tools is likely to benefit a large number of SURFnet users. Additionally, scientists may need facilities that are supported in the broader SURFnet context, such as high-performance computing resources, data storage, and different kinds of authorization and authentication (to access distributed resources). These aspects lead to the conclusion that scientists are the most interesting target group to consider in this document, and that the requirements and tool mapping are done from that group’s perspective.

A first question that arises when focusing on supporting collaboration amongst scientists using Mashup technology is: are there any examples of the usage of this technology by scientists? And if so, how is it used? To answer this question we did a quick scan on a leading, general purpose Mashup platform: Yahoo! Pipes [13]. Our impression (April 2010) is that there are very few (if any) Mashups that are supporting core steps in the scientific process. Many applications with a ‘scientific touch’ are aggregating and filtering general news sources to display news related to science in general or related to a dedicated scientific domain (see the search results depicted in Figure 3). Also, some applications support searching in publication databases for specific research domain. We did not encounter scientific data analysis on data obtained through a scientific experiment. One example that is remotely related is shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, which provides the status of a scientific instrument (a radio telescope).

![Figure 3: search in the Yahoo! Pipes directory using the tags 'science' and 'astronomy'](http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/search/?tag=science&tag=astronomy)
Figure 4: the 'Watch Dish' application in the Yahoo! Pipes platform, indicating the current observation parameters for a radio telescope.
While scanning for available ‘Scientific Mashups’, we encountered a category of tools called ‘scientific workflow’ tools that specifically target at supporting researchers in their daily activities. Although most of these tools do not provide a web based GUI (running inside a web browser) and as such do not qualify as Mashup platforms, we do consider these tools in this report because of their explicit goal of supporting core steps in the scientific process (contrary to Mashup platforms).

We now define a number of high level requirements for Mashup environments to support scientists. A Mashup platform must:

- Support a common set of interaction protocols / data exchange protocols / data formats based on open standards such as REST, SOAP, XML, RSS, ... This provides access to a wide range of resources on the internet, and allows interoperability between components.
- Be able to handle and process large amounts of data, because some experiments generate large amount of data and require extensive processing steps.
- Support domain specific tools and data formats, because individual research domains often use specific data analysis algorithms on domain specific experimental data.
- Deal with variety in users (Mashup creators), because the types of analysis and processing may vary considerably between scientific domains.
- Deal with variety in audience / public (Mashup users), again to support different scientific domains, but also to make results accessible to those indirectly involved in the scientific process such as publishers.
- Flexible authentication, to control access to processing and data resources. This is important in cases where experimental data contains sensitive information (such as medical data).
Additionally, when Mashup execution uses considerable computing resources, it supports the assignment of resources on individual or group basis.

- Support a ‘network effect’, where the value of the platform grows with every new user added. This helps to make the platform relevant for a large number of users.
- Be able to trace the scientific process, such that researchers can verify the results reported by their peers, using the Mashup platform.
- Support extensibility and open interfaces and preferably prevent vendor lock-in. This makes the platform less dependent on the vendors supplying the platform technology.
3. Product Overview

In this section, we discuss products that belong to three different categories identified in the previous section: 1) general purpose Mashup platforms, 2) enterprise Mashup platforms, and 3) scientific workflow environments. We use these product descriptions in the next section to determine which tools best support the identified requirements.

Currently, a considerable number of Mashup tools and platforms with varying levels of functionality are available. Here, we focus on those products that have a prominent position within their category and that represent well what can be expected from products in that category. We selected a balanced set based on an initial broad scan of Mashup products using information from papers and web search; we realize, however, that by having a limited set we inevitably exclude some tools and platforms that also have interesting features. Furthermore, we note that the selection reflects the situation of the first half of 2010, and that it is highly likely that other products will be more prominent in the future. Some tools that once were regarded as leading (such as Microsoft Popfly and the Google Mashup editor), are now discontinued, which shows that the Mashup domain is highly dynamic. Additionally, we note that, although we do not discuss them here, there are various sources on the web that provide information about technologies that support Mashup developers. An example is the ProgrammableWeb [10], which provides a directory of APIs and full Mashups, offers a channel on Mashup news, and supports a community of members.

General purpose Mashup environments, also sometimes called ‘consumer Mashup environments’, support a wide audience in building and using Mashups. They focus mostly on making development and deployment easy, supporting mostly the end-user role identified in the previous section. Typically, these environments are free websites that the user connects to with a browser, to build and use Mashups. Creators of Mashups are supported with visual programming tools and a repository of existing components and data sources.

Enterprise Mashup platforms have many of the features available in general purpose platforms, but provide more explicit support for users in corporate environments. Contrary to general purpose platforms, they usually run on hosts inside a company’s network: the platform software is installed on local hardware. Components in an Enterprise Mashup environment offers functionality typically needed in corporate environments. Due to the high level of control over software- and hardware resources, these environments can be tailored to meet the needs of a specific corporate setting. Additionally, access to the environment can be restricted, so that sensitive data does not leave the corporate network. Enterprise Mashup platforms offer a broader range of support for the different developer roles than general purpose platforms, by providing different developer environments (requiring variable skills).

Scientific Workflow environments are quite different from mainstream Mashup platforms, because 1) they focus on supporting a dedicated group of users (scientists), 2) they provide a user interfaces which is not web-based, but goes through a dedicated client application (to be installed on the user’s computer), and 3) they take into account that individual processing steps within a workflow (such as extracting information from multiple data sources) may use considerable computing resources and time. Scientific workflow environments have their roots in the research domain, as tools build by scientists for scientists. They do have, like regular Mashup environments, extensive functionality to pull in data from the web and use functionality and resources available online.
The five products considered here in more detail are the following:

- **Yahoo! Pipes** (category: general purpose)
- **JackBe** (category: enterprise)
- **IBM Mashup Center** (category: enterprise)
- **Taverna** (category: scientific workflow)
- **VisTrail** (category: scientific workflow)

In the general purpose category we consider one product, while for the other categories we look at two products. The reason for selecting only one general purpose product is that there are very few of them that offer broad functionality, and Yahoo! Pipes is a very strong leader in this category.

### 3.1. Yahoo! Pipes

Yahoo! Pipes [13] is a general purpose Mashup environment, offered as a free online service by Yahoo!. It supports developing Mashup applications with a visual programming editor, using a collection of building blocks. Furthermore, it hosts the Mashups created with this editor, i.e., it provides the connectivity and computing resources to run Mashups. The site has a directory of existing Mashups (in the order of tens of thousands entries), which can be searched based on keywords, tags, or used components. Mashups can be used without restriction and do not require an account. The creation of Mashups requires a Yahoo! account. An example of a Mashup created with Yahoo! Pipes is described in Section 2 (see also Figure 4).

The Yahoo! Pipes editor offers different types of components to build Mashups. The available categories are: Sources, User Inputs, Operators, URL, String, Date, Location, and Number. This set of components is supplied by the platform and cannot be extended by users, which means that special (non-generic) operations cannot be executed by Yahoo! Pipes Mashups. Figure 6 shows an example of an editing session, using a copy of the ‘Watch Dish’ application (Section 2). A Mashup is created by pulling components from the panel on the left onto the main canvas in the window, set parameters on these components, and then connect the output from one component to the input of another component (blue ‘pipes’). Input and output must be compatible, otherwise a connection cannot be made. The debugger (bottom part of the window) allows inspecting the output of components as they operate within the Mashup. When editing is finished the Mashup can be published on the Yahoo! Pipes site. Additionally, the Mashup output may be added to other websites.
Building blocks (components) are added to the main canvas from the panel on the left. The output from one component is fed into the input of another using connectors. The debug panel at the bottom shows the output of the selected (orange) ‘fetch feed’ source component.

Mashups in the Yahoo! Pipes environment have limited resources to run. They can be executed a maximum of 200 times per 10 minutes; when exceeding this limit, an error is generated. Also, no control is possible over the amount of processing power assigned to a Mashup. It is not clear if there is a limit in the amount of input data a Yahoo! Pipes Mashup can handle.
3.2. JackBe

JackBe [7] offers an enterprise Mashup platform, called Presto, in the form of a software package to be installed on local (corporate) hardware, and in the form of a cloud service running within the Amazon EC2 cloud environment [1]. The standalone software was released at the end of 2007 and can be considered relatively mature, while the cloud service was released very recently in April 2010. The cloud service is essentially the same product as the standalone version, with restrictions in terms of access to intranet resources, and with extensions to let developers more easily shares their components and Mashups. The JackBe site reports a customer base of more than 50 large enterprises and government organizations.

Figure 7: JackBe Presto home page, showing an overview of available components.¹

Compared to Yahoo! Pipes, the JackBe platform has a richer set of tools to develop Mashups and Mashup components, targeting all developer roles identified in Section 2. The platform identifies ‘Mashables’, ‘Mashlets’, and Mashups. Mashables are basically data sources and elementary services in the resource layer, while Mashlets are components positioned in the widget layer. The platform provides a repository of the available components at the different layers, as depicted in Figure 7.

¹ JackBe screenshots are taken from the JackBe tutorial by Fig Leaf Software available at http://training.figleaf.com/tutorials/Presto.cfm
Presto supports two different composers for different kinds of tasks. The Presto Wires composer is a web browser based visual programming environment focusing predominantly on creating Mashlets and Mashups. This tool is comparable to the visual editor supplied by Yahoo! Pipes: it allows for selecting and configuring components and linking these components to form a complete Mashup. The screenshots in Figure 8 and Figure 9 show examples of the usage of this composer. The default set of components provides functionality that is useful in corporate settings, such as connectors to databases, customer relationship management (CRM) systems, content management systems (CMS), and MS Excel sources.

![Figure 8: configuration of a web services data source within the JackBe Presto environment](image)

The Presto Mashup Studio is an Eclipse plugin which can be used to create program components and Mashups in the Java programming language. Eclipse is a well-known Integrated Development Environment (IDE) with strong support for Java. This composer is targeting developers that create functionality at the resource layer, and provides full access to all features of the JackBe platform. Obviously, using this composer requires skills to go beyond the skills of many end users. It allows for extending the platform with arbitrary functionality, however, which gives the Presto environment considerable flexibility.

The JackBe Presto platform is deployed as a standalone server in the corporate network. This means that there is control over who has access to the environment and also over the amount of resources that are used to run Mashlets. It also means that whenever processing data (inside a Mashable or a
Mashlet) that takes considerable resources, the platform configuration and design of the components can be such that performance is sufficient. There is currently little information about scalability of high demanding components in the cloud environment, although in theory this should be supported by flexibly extending the usage of cloud resources.

![Image of individual components wiring in JackBe Presto environment](image)

Figure 9: wiring together individual components in the JackBe Presto environment

### 3.3. IBM Mashup Center

The IBM Mashup Center software [6] is an enterprise Mashup platform with similar features as the JackBe platform. It is available as a standalone software package that typically is installed in a corporate network, and accessed by users from within this network. Mashup Center may be run as a service in the cloud, using the Amazon EC2 cloud environment; IBM supports the easy uploading of the platform software to an Amazon node. Contrary to JackBe, IBM Mashup Center is not directly available as a cloud service (i.e., it requires uploading and administration from the platform operator itself).
Developers are supported with different tools to generate functionality at different layers in the Mashup stack. At the highest level, widgets can be linked together to form full Mashups. Widgets themselves can be created with a browser-based widget builder and with a widget factory plugin for the Eclipse IDE (Figure 10). Data resources can be processed using predefined operations in a visual programming environment (Figure 11).

---

2 IBM Mashup Center screenshots are taken from the IBM Mashup Center web site and other IBM web sites.
programming manner (Figure 11). A catalog within the main web interface provides access to existing components, and allows sharing components between users.

Like JackBe, IBM Mashup Center runs on hardware under control (either locally, or in the cloud) of the organization who purchased and uses the platform software. This implies that the amount of computing resources can be adapted as needed.

3.4. Taverna

Taverna [11] is an open source software tool for designing and running scientific workflows. It is a standalone client-side program, typically running on the machine of the user, which uses local as well as remote (internet) data sources and data processing functionality. Like general purpose and enterprise Mashup platforms, Taverna has a visual editor to generate workflows. Workflows can use multiple data sources as input and perform various operations on this data to generate an output, something which is very similar to what Mashups do. The Taverna user base is reported to comprise more than 350 organizations. An example of an editing session inside the Taverna client is shown in Figure 12.

![Taverna Workbench screenshot](image)

**Figure 12: screenshot of a workflow editing session within the Taverna Workbench**

3 Taverna screenshots are taken from the Taverna web site and user manual.
Taverna can use different kinds of data sources within a workflow, some of which have domain specific formats and semantics. Users of Taverna come from research domains where large amounts of experimental data and structural data analysis play an important role, such as Bioinformatics, Chemistry, Astronomy, Data Mining, etc. Therefore, the data sources that are preconfigured in this environment come from these domains. An example of adding a specific data source to a scientific workflow within Taverna, and its detailed configuration, is provided in Figure 13 and Figure 14.
Taverna supports a wide range of processing components that are common in scientific settings (some of which are domain specific). An example is the integration of the ‘R’ statistical computing environment with Taverna, a tool which is used in a wide range of scientific domains (see Figure 15).

![Figure 15: adding an 'R' (statistical language) processing item to a Taverna workflow](image)

Taverna integrates with the myExperiment virtual research environment [9] for finding, using and sharing scientific workflows. The myExperiment website is comparable to the component and Mashup repositories and catalogues available for Mashup platforms. Furthermore, Taverna has functionality to offload processing of steps in the workflow to other sites and machines. Taverna supports the installation of plugins, and its source code is available under a free software license, which means that it is fully extensible.

### 3.5. VisTrails

The VisTrails open source workflow system [12] is mostly similar to Taverna, but focusing more strongly on visualization, while having less advanced data import and workflow sharing features. Like Taverna, it is a client-side program, installing on the machine of the user. It has a workflow canvas, which can be used to add components to a workflow in a visual manner (see Figure 16).
Figure 16: the VisTrails workflow editor\textsuperscript{4}

\textsuperscript{4} This VisTrails screenshot is taken from the VisTrails web site.
4. Discussion and Proposition Analysis

In this section, we discuss the overview of the different products described in the previous section, using the requirements identified in Section 2. Furthermore, we give an analysis on the form in which Mashup technologies could be provided in a SURFnet context, keeping researchers in mind as the target group.

We compare the different products and platform by going through the individual high-level requirements.

**Support a common set of interaction protocols / data exchange protocols / data formats such as REST, SOAP, XML, RSS, ...**

The products discussed support multiple protocols and formats, although each have their specific focus. The enterprise Mashup products focus on handling data that is common in corporate setting, while the scientific workflow products focus on data formats that are common in science (and even more specific: for particular scientific domains). For the general purpose and enterprise Mashup platforms, additional data connector components would need to be developed, to make them attractive for researchers. At first glance, the enterprise Mashup platform support a wider range of web protocols and data formats.

**Be able to handle and process large amounts of data, because some experiments generate large amount of data and require extensive processing steps.**

This is where the scientific workflow products shine, because they have explicit support for long and expensive (in terms of usage of computing resources) processing steps. They also have better facilities to offload jobs to other machines, and to run parts of the processing steps in parallel. To some extent, in an implicit manner, enterprise Mashup environments can also deal with expensive steps, because the software is running under own control, and can therefore be placed on more capable hardware. Also, these environments support adding dedicated low-level components, which may be used to introduce distributed processing features. For general purpose platforms, the assumption seems to be that Mashup execution does not require extensive resources and that processing steps require a short execution time, which makes them less suitable to fulfill this requirement.

**Support domain specific tools and data formats, because individual research domains often use specific data analysis algorithms on domain specific experimental data.**

The scientific workflow products are most likely to best support this requirement, because they already do have domain specific features, and are extensible to support others when need arises. Enterprise Mashup platforms may be able to support this as well, although they have the disadvantage of not incorporating generic scientific tools such as the ‘R’ statistical computing system. New extensions may depend on this generic functionality to run. General purpose Mashup platforms do (by nature) not support domain specific functionality and offer little possibility for extensions.

**Deal with variety in users (Mashup creators), because the types of analysis and processing may vary considerably between scientific domains.**

Enterprise Mashup platforms support this requirement well, because they have tools for the different creator roles. The general purpose tool only support the end-user role (high in the Mashup stack), while the scientific workflow systems are generally more on the middle and lower level.
Deal with variety in audience / public (Mashup users), again to support different scientific domains, but also to make results accessible to those indirectly involved in the scientific process such as publishers.

General purpose platforms run as a public web service and are therefore easy accessible to a large audience. Enterprise Mashup platforms may also be run as a public web site, providing easy accessibility in that way. Workflow products, however, require the installation of client software and are less oriented at the occasional user.

Flexible authentication, to control access to processing and data resources.

It is unclear whether the discussed products do support this requirement. The enterprise environment may be best suited to support this, because authentication and authorization are most relevant for enterprises. General purpose platforms look least equipped to support this, because all functionality is accessible to all users. Scientific workflow products have explicit support for processing that requires many resources (such as facilities to offload jobs to other machines). This may help to control which users have access to processing facilities, and also how many resources are allocated to (parts of) a Mashup.

Support a 'network effect', where the value of the platform grows with every new user added.

This is best supported by general purpose Mashup platforms like Yahoo! Pipes, because new members create new Mashups that are, in general, accessible by others, who can learn and benefit from the efforts of their fellow members. There is a single repository where all components are gathered. To some extent, it may also be supported by JackBe through their cloud offering, where a similar community repository exists. When enterprise Mashup environments run within corporate intranets, however, sharing between users only takes place between people having access to the system. To make a platform attractive to users, it is important that the community has a certain size; by isolating groups of users within corporate networks, this size is not quickly reached. The same problem occurs with scientific workflow systems, because the software runs locally on the user’s machine. Taverna has community support through the myExperiment site, which is crucial to build up a repository of work others have made. Note that currently the number of users of scientific workflow platforms is not very high (relative to the total number of scientists), and the usage of these kinds of tools is not yet part of normal scientific practice for a wide range of disciplines. Also note that to gain a large number of members, it is necessary to be internationally oriented; research is conducted in an international setting and scientist must be able to cooperate freely with their peers abroad.

Be able to trace the scientific process, such that researchers can verify the results reported by their peers, using the Mashup platform.

All tools support looking at the details of how Mashups of others were created.

Support extensibility and open interfaces and preferably prevent vendor lock-in.

The open source scientific workflow products are clearly doing best in this respect, because vendor lock-in is less of an issue when it is possible to take the code and change it according to your own wishes. Enterprise Mashup tools also have considerable possibilities to extend their functionality, although vendor lock-in is more likely. General purpose platforms have little opportunity for extensions, which makes them less suitable to fulfill this requirement.

Table 1 gives an overview of the Mashup products in relation to the high-level requirements as described above.
## Table 1: overview of Mashup products in relation to the high-level requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Support Protocol s</th>
<th>Large Amounts of data</th>
<th>Domain Specific Tools</th>
<th>Variety in users</th>
<th>Variety in audience</th>
<th>Flexible Authentication</th>
<th>Network effect</th>
<th>Trace Scientific Process</th>
<th>Support extensibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General purpose Mashup Service</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterp rise Mashup Service</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>Unclear, support expected</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Workflow Service</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the discussion above, it is clear that no single product or product type is completely supporting scientific Mashups. The Enterprise Mashup products and scientific workflow products look more appropriate than the general purpose products, although they also do not meet all requirements. This situation is depicted in Figure 17.
A suitable way to position Mashup technology for collaboration within the SURFnet context, is to provide a Mashup service to scientists and couple this with other computing and storage resources available through an international network to which SURFnet contributes. In that way, researchers can use the Mashup service to collaborate and exchange workflows, while at the same time they use the platform to execute these workflows on distributed computing facilities, partly available within the SURFnet environment and partly within other (international) networks. To access these resources, users must be authenticated and authorized, which is also a role that can be adapted by SURFnet (in cooperation with others).

An outline of such a setup is depicted in Figure 18, where a Scientific Mashup service is used by a community of researchers. The Mashups running in this environment may require substantial resources, which are provided through high-performance computing (HPC) services. An authentication and authorization service controls which Mashups and individuals running these Mashups have access to the HPC resources.

In this setup, SURFnet will act as a broker in the collaboration environment. Mashup services can be provided by SURFnet or external service providers.
Figure 18: a Mashup service in the broader SURFnet context
5. Conclusions and Recommendations

In this report, we have given an overview of existing Mashup technologies and scientific workflow environments, to support an important SURFnet user group – researchers – in their daily research activities. We have formulated a set of requirements to indicate which features and characteristics are most important for researchers using Mashup technology. We have shown that the different platforms are quite diverse, and we have indicated that no single type of platform is providing a good mapping to the requirements. Overall, the Enterprise Mashup products and scientific workflow products are more suitable to fulfill the requirements than the general purpose Machup services, although they do not match completely.

We recommend that these conclusions are checked with the actual users, because their remarks may steer the requirements in a different direction, in which case a certain product category may be suitable to consider.

Furthermore, we recommend that any initiative to support the scientific process and scientific collaboration is done within an international context, because scientists operate at an international level.

Finally, we recommend to keep following the developments in the domain of Mashups and related technologies, because this domain is currently highly dynamic, and new features and product changes appear often.
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